Guitar Chord Chart for Drop D Tuning

This is the base Drop D tuning chart for each string:

Next, we'll walk through the neck positions for the chords you'll find in your rock songs. Each has a guitar chord chart so you can "eyeball" it easily. Let's start with the open chord D Major.

D Major

The easiest guitar chord chart. Just play the top three strings open (D, A, D). If you want, you can mute the bottom three strings (G, B, e), but you don't need to.
You can also play the D chord at its normal barred position at the fifth fret, but now you can *play the sixth string open* (instead of muted) for a deeper tone.

**E Major**

For the E Major chord, barre the top three strings at the second fret. Almost as easy as the D Major.

**F Major**

For F Major, simply move your index finger to the third fret for the top three strings.
G Major

G Major is the same three strings at the fifth fret.

A Major

OK, are you getting the pattern yet? Yup, move up to the seventh fret to get A Major...
**B Major**

Index finger across the **ninth fret** for **B Major**.

**C Major**

Last but not least is **C Major** at the **tenth fret**.